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Highlights
• Hole 24 makes an encouraging
intersection of the Main Reef Zone
over 29 metres downhole - assays are
awaited
• New “Back Reef Zone” intersected
where predicted
• Next Hole (BH 25), aimed at lode 40
metres south of BH 24, is underway
Figure 1 . Rig at BH24 drillsite with site for BH25 on right.
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The back reef zone was an additional
drill target position in hole BH24
interpreted by reference to the nearby
Ridge gold mine, which is located some
300 metres to the south southwest
of Bird-in-Hand. After intersecting the
main reef zone in its predicted position,
BH24 was drilled on to a total depth of
382 metres. The interpreted back reef
zone was intersected in the sandstones
at 372 metres. In this position, the reef
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Figure 2 . Cross section at Bird in Hand Gold Mine.
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Figure 3 . Long section at Bird in Hand Gold Mine.
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves is
based on information compiled by Dr K Wills who is a Fellow of the Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy and, through his company KJ Exploration Pty Ltd, acts as a geological consultant to Maximus
Resources Limited. Dr Wills has more than five years relevant experience in the style of mineralisation and
types of deposit under consideration and consents to inclusion of the information in this report in the
form and context in which it appears. He qualifies as Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of
the “Australasian Code for reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”.
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